Transforming Utility and Energy
Operations Under Pressure
The energy sector is the third most targeted
sector by cyberattacks in 2020.1

Ransomware is the #1 attack type against operational
technology (OT), accounting for 33% of all cyberattacks.2

Stressed sectors are fighting for survival
The energy and utility industries deal with ecosystems altered by increased demand, environmental
changes, automation and cyberthreats. The shift in cybercriminal focus to attacking infrastructure has
exposed several industrial sectors and US regulators are setting "voluntary requirements" for installing
and monitoring the electric grid. The sectors need to transform into agile and modern asset-light
entities to survive.
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Lower risks with Taos
Digital transformation with Taos helps energy and utility enterprises grow their
businesses, capitalizing on scalability, enhanced security and cloud economics. Taos
offers Advisory Services, Professional Services, to Managed IT and Security Services.
Lower IT overhead and reduce
operating costs by replacing
aging OT systems, adopting a
SaaS consumption model, and
eliminating CapEx investments
in favor of predictable OpEx
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Companies reduced
downtime by 58% after
digital transformation to
the cloud3

Explore Taos Managed IT and
Security Services for best
outcomes with continuous
compliance and 24/7
up-to-date security

Taos works with you to
develop a unique solution
that best fits your needs and
optimizes your ROI

Start your business transformation today and protect yourself in a growing threat
landscape. Learn more about Taos cloud modernization and digital transformation.
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